Design &
Resolution
Engineering

Service Description
Taos Design and Escalation Engineering
provides expertise and support for advanced
technical challenges. The service covers a
wide range of technologies including both
on-premises and cloud systems, storage, and
networking; enterprise architecture; DevOps;
and Site Reliability Engineering. In addition,
service personnel can help customers
establish, test, and validate SLAs and SLOs
while driving efficiency and resiliency using
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automation and controls.

Powerful Service
Features

Lower-Cost Resource Pool
Leveraging a managed service that uses a shared
resource pool is generally cost advantageous when
compared to the fully-burdened costs of internal staff.

Site Reliability Engineering
Our managed services organization operates using
DevOps principles and an SRE approach to drive
continuous improvement delivering improved uptime,
reduced risk, and improved operational efficiency across
all environments including traditional infrastructure
and cloud.

Deep Subject Matter Expertise
Taos Design and Escalation Engineers have 10 or more
years of experience working with advanced technologies
across networking, storage, operating systems, cloud,
and DevOps.

Escalation Engineering
In conjunction with our Taos Operations Center solution
(Level 1 and 2), our Level 3 and 4 staff provides endto-end support and solutioning capabilities, freeing our
customers to focus on business growth and agility.

5 Powerful Service Delivery Functions

The Taos Design & Resolution Engineering provides a wide range of technical support and knowledge management services.

Escalation Support
Taos escalation engineers provide customers with deep
subject matter expertise and operate as an escalation
point for advanced technical and/or critical issues.
Database Management
Service DBAs provide technical guidance and oversight
to customers leveraging industry standard database
technologies. We architect, implement, monitor, and
optimize database workloads and can assist with
improvements to queries and reporting.
Performance Analysis & Tuning
The service provides systems and service performance
profiling and tuning as well as wait-based event
correlation and remediation of recurring issues
and instability. Service personnel recommend
and implement improvements to optimize service
performance and response.

CI/CD Toolchain & Configuration Management
The service provides support and management of CI/
CD tooling, configuration management applications,
and orchestration applications. Supported technologies
include Jenkins, Terraform, Chef, Puppet, Ansible,
Bamboo, etc., as well as cloud vendor-specific services.
Application Performance Monitoring (APM)
The service monitors applications and related telemetry
using customer-defined metrics and thresholds. We
detect and diagnose complex application and service
performance problems to restore and maintain expected
levels of service.

Emerging Technology Consulting and Managed Services
Taos helps today’s enterprises and rapidly growing businesses harness the power of the cloud
and DevOps with digital transformation and optimization solutions. As a Global Leader of Cloud
and DevOps, Taos continues to solve What’s Next. Visit taos.com
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